
TF Watson produced his first sidecar in
1912 and Watsonian, the company he

founded, has been hand-building sidecars
in the Heart of England ever since.

Following the merger with Squire sidecars
in 1988, the company is now the UK's

biggest sidecar manufacturer, combining
friendly service with traditional values

and workmanship, exporting its products
wordwide.

watsoniansquire.com



T.F. Watson, a Birmingham builder,
designed a folding sidecar that could be
wheeled through through the narrow
alleys between terraced houses. In 1912
he established the Watsonian Folding
Sidecar Co.

His company flourished, building sidecar
ambulances during the Great War  and
models for leisure, sport and tradesmen
when peace returned. Following a
devastating fire in 1930, the factory
relocated to a huge building in the Greet
district of Birmingham.  As the economy
recovered from the Great Depression, so
Watsonian introduced luxury touring
models and sports sidecars.

Production reached 200 units per week
during the motorcycling boom of the
1950s  and Watsonian won four world
sidecar championships with Eric Oliver.
As wages increased in the Sixties and
small cars like the Mini became
affordable, sidecars fell out of fashion and
by 1965 they only accounted for 20% of
Watsonian’s output. 

In 1973 Squire entered the market with a
radical new sports sidecar. Designed for
the latest generation of high performance
Japanese superbikes Squire appealed to a
new customer base of leisure riders.
Shortly after Watsonian’s 75th
anniversary, the two companies merged to
create Britain’s biggest and longest-
established sidecar manufacturer.



Bodywork is moulded from high quality
fibreglass, which is available in a choice of
gelcoat colour finishes.

Chassis are fully welded steel, powder
coated for a long-lasting finish, with
independent suspension.

Fitting kits are available for a huge variety of
machines and we offer a factory-fitting
service.

Driving tuition is available for customers.

Most sidecars are attached to the motorcycle by
four arms; because the forces placed upon the
bike are large, careful consideration of load
paths and triangulation are essential.

Fitting a sidecar is a skilled job so factory-fitting
is recommended.  Home-fit is possible, but
should only be undertaken by technically-
competent individuals.

Beware of advice from armchair ‘experts’ and
‘engineers’.

Spares & Accessories
Screens

Tonneau covers
Hoods

Shock absorbers
Steering dampers

Wheels
Mudguards
Fitting  kits

+
Alignment checks

Servicing



Watsonian Squire Ltd

Unit 72 
Northwick Business Centre 

Blockley,
Moreton-in-Marsh 

GL56 9RF,

Tel: 01386 700907

Email:
sidecars@watsonian-squire.com

Company number 02319399

Watsonian build a wide variety
of sidecars and offer fitting kits

for many modern and classic
machines.

Popular models include the
wide bodied GP700 (above),

Monza sports touring (left) and
lightweight Meteor (below).

For more information visit
www.watsonian-squire.com


